Monday—Pirates

1. Morning Work—Rainbow write your name. Write your name with a red marker.
2. IB—Take Care of the World God Gave Us—Watch the video.
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Wf6TH6gwIY

3. Read a book about pirates. Retell the events of the story. What happened first, middle, and last?
4. Pirate Play—Please do one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Letters & Sounds—Letter Treasure Map—Use a magnify glass to find the letters and then write them on the recording sheet or paper.
   B. Math—Sort pirate treasure (aka real coins) by size. You can use the sorting board or create your own. Sort by small, medium, and large. Which has the most/least?
   C. Build—Build a boat or treasure chest out of Legos or blocks.
   D. Large Motor—Put a piece of tape on floor. Pretend to be a pirate and walk the plank.
   E. Art—Draw a pirate map. Use the back of a brown paper bag instead of paper. Remember X marks the spot for treasure.
   F. Fine Motor—Make letters or shapes with pirate treasure (aka pennies).
   G. STEM—Build a pirate boat that can hold 10 pennies. Use foil and/or cardboard tubes. Test the boat in water.
   H. Dramatic Play—Pretend to be a pirate. Go on a treasure hunt.
   I. Craft—Make a pirate ship. Cover half of a cut paper plate with brown tissue paper or construction paper. Then trace your hand on black paper for flag. Connect the boat with a brown strip of paper.

5. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyXaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAbIcwFOA
   C. Count Days (What will our pattern be?)
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.
   F. Fill out your weather report, and graph it on your weather graph. Remember to do this everyday this week.

6. Jolly Phonics—Our new letter is Y this week. Sing the song. https://vimeo.com/106231366 (Z is at 7:37)
7. We have Spanish today. Go to her page to see her plan.
8. Color a picture of something you did today in your Home Journal and post picture on SeeSaw.
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